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Abstract: In WSN, sensor nodes are deployed to operate autonomously in remote environments. Depending 

on the network orientation, WSN can be of two types: flat network and hierarchical or cluster-based 

network. Various advantages of cluster-based WSN are energy efficiency, better network communication, 

efficient topology management, minimized delay, and so forth. As a result, clustering has become a key 

research area in WSN. Various approaches for WSN, using cluster concepts, have been proposed. The 

objective of this paper is to review and analyze the some of the important cluster-based WSN algorithms 

using various measurement parameters. In this paper, unique performance metrics are discussed which 

efficiently evaluate prominent clustering schemes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are highly resource constrained with limited power, bandwidth, processing 

capabilities, storage, and computational capabilities. Therefore, sensor nodes are mostly inoperable and irreplaceable 

when failure occurs due to energy exhaustion. Increasing network sustainability and lifetime are the key issues for the 

contemporary studies in sensor domain. Normally, energy exhaustion is highly dominated by radio transmission. The 

energy exhaustion of radio communication is directly related to any transmission in the network. Clustering technique 

reduces the number of radio transmissions and increases sensor network lifetime. Thus, clustering technique can, 

efficiently, increase lifetime of various sensor applications, such as robot control, environmental control, offices, smart 

homes, manufacturing environments, body area networks, and underwater sensor networks [5–10]. 

In traditional flat WSN, node’s status and functionality are identical, and node acts as a data generator and 

router. Flat network is not efficient in energy conserving as compared to cluster-based WSN wherein network size is 

larger. Transmission happens in traditional flat network in the form of flooding [11]. In flooding, message is sent from 

the source node to destination where the entire network is used for a single operation. However, such technique causes 

data redundancy. To overcome the problem of data redundancy in flat network, directed diffusion technique has been 

suggested in [12, 13]. Direct Diffusion continuously monitors redundant data. However, this technique is not efficient 

where data input stream is large like environment monitoring. Another technique has been proposed to avoid 

redundancy in flat network is rumor. However, this technique also gives poor results when the number of events gets 

larger. Flat sensor network scheme is mainly proactive which yields unsatisfactory performance for highly dense 

network [15–17]. Large sensor network generates more data that highly affects flat network performance. 

Communication overhead of flat network routing protocols is (�2), where � represents the total number of nodes in the 

network [5]. This result implies that such algorithm increases routing overheads. Therefore, flat network performs 

efficiently in a situation where network size is small. 

To achieve the small sensor network features in a large sensor network, various solutions have been proposed 

to break a sensor network into smaller groups. Clustering is the one that demonstrates scalable results. The basic idea 

behind clustering is to group down the network into small networks. Clustering provides logical organization of small 

units and hence is easy to manage. The structured networks have many advantages as compared to flat network, such as 

data aggregation, reducing communication overhead, ease of managing, minimizing overall power consumption, 

energy efficiency, and prolonging sensor network life time. Moreover, clustering results in efficient dynamic routing 

from sensor to sensor or to specific nodes like sink node [7, 18, 19]. 
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Few challenges of WSN are as follows: 

(i) Sensor nodes have low transmission bandwidth and low processing capabilities. 

(ii) Overall network performance is affected by the limited power in sensor nodes. 

(iii) New deploy nodes execute cluster formation scheme while new redeployed nodes execute cluster maintenance. 

Such schemes are very critical for large network. 

(iv) Network performance degrades when the maximum extent of nodes in a network is undefined. 

(v) In multihop networks, every node acts as a data originator and data router. Therefore, node(s) malfunction(s) 

causes topological manipulation which requires network reorganization and packet rerouting. 

(vi) Data transmission difficulties are unpredictable in WSN; thus, a proper fault tolerance or reliability schemes are 

essential. 

 

II. EARLIER REVIEW OF ARTICLES IN CLUSTER-BASED WSNS 

Cluster-based WSNs are a highly dynamic research area. The published articles in this domain are extremely diverse in 

terms of their approaches and implementations. However, there exist a few published survey papers, such as [20, 21], 

which provide a diverse comparison approach. A brief survey on cluster-based algorithms is presented in [21], where 

different taxonomy for measuring cluster-based architectures is presented with their advantages and disadvantages. 

However, article [21] explores the limited performance metrics. It overlooks some imperative performance metrics in 

exploring clustered protocols, such as communication cost. Moreover, quantitative analysis is not presented in [21]. 

An extensive review on clustering protocols for WSN is presented in [22]. This article mentions taxonomy of 

cluster structures and then shortens several cluster procedures on convergence time based protocols. It compares these 

clustering methods based on cluster overlapping, location awareness, cluster stability, and convergence rate. 

A review paper presented in [23] discusses clustering protocols in WSN, which are categorized based on 

cluster formation and cluster-head (CH) selection. The authors discuss various significant design issues, and present 

various performance problems linked with the clustering algorithms. Another study, conducted in [24] on CH election 

policies, presents various types of taxonomy, such as deterministic, adaptive and joint metric schemes. The CH election 

cost is compared with cluster development and CHs distribution. Moreover, necessity of scalable, energy efficient and 

stable clustering schemes is placed forward for WSN. 

Here, in [25], the authors state the overall cluster formation techniques in WSN. They review a simple 

organization of the only three considerations during cluster formation, namely, centralized or distributed CH formation, 

single-hop or multihop intra- and inter clusters communication. They also highlight some issues in WSN and introduce 

few routing methods. 

Review paper in [26] discusses three noticeable benefits of clustering approaches, such as high scalability, less 

outflows, and easy preservation. The authors present an organization of WSN cluster structures and eight cluster 

characteristics. They have studied some energy efficient cluster-based WSN protocols, namely, HCC, LEACH, 

PEGASIS, HEED, TEEN, APTEEN, ACE, EECS, EEUC, PEACH, FLOC, LID, DCA, 3HBA, and CDS. In [26], each 

algorithm is measured based on clustering head election characteristic and clustering characteristics. A survey on 

cluster-based WSN protocols discusses the important issues of five famous cluster-based WSN algorithms, namely, 

TL-LEACH, EECS, EEUC, HEED, and LEACH in [27]. The authors compare all these cluster based protocols based 

on various metrics, such as uniformity of CH distribution, residual energy, distance of hop, cluster size, and delay and 

cluster formation techniques. Another study is conducted in [28] which compares various cluster based algorithms. 

They present some basic ideas associated with the clustering procedure. They examine LEACH-based protocols with 

active and reactive protocols in WSN and compare the major performance metrics of these algorithms. 

Design issues and comparative study of cluster-based WSN algorithms to improve the network lifetime are 

studied in [29]. Authors in [22] highlight various challenging elements that affect the design of clustering protocols. 

Moreover, several effective classical cluster-based schemes in WSNs with comparative study are conversed in the 

article. 
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III. OVERVIEW OF CLUSTER-BASED WSN 

3.1. What Is Cluster-Based Network?  

The performance of the flat network may degrade once the size of the network increases. This is because of the fact that 

increasing the network size and control overhead in wireless sensor network also leads to the relevant increases. 

Clustering is one of the widely investigated solutions to scale down the large flat sensor network and to make the 

network operations more efficient.  

In clustering, the network is organized into logical groups which depend on network characteristics and applications’ 

requirements. Cluster-based WSN has various advantages as compared to flat WSN, such as energy efficiency and 

prolonging network lifetime [19]. Cluster-based WSNs are defined as a hierarchal organization of sensor network. 

Numerous researches emphasize the operative and proficient clustering structures for WSN. Typically, in a cluster-

based architecture, network is divided into virtual groups as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Cluster-based network. 

Figure 1 describes cluster-based network where the network is logically divided into clusters represented by 

dotted lines. There may exist three types of nodes in the network, namely, cluster head (CH), gateway (GW), and 

member node (MN). In a cluster, cluster-head is the local coordinator that aggregates and forwards data to base station. 

Meanwhile, member nodes (MNs) are the leaf nodes that send data to cluster-head. Nodes, which lay between two 

clusters, are known as gateway nodes, where the gateways connect two or more cluster heads. The advantage of the 

gateway node is to form a predefined multihop inter cluster communication route, known as backbone of the network. 

Each CH retains neighboring GWs’ information in its routing table where the routing table helps the CHs to make 

routing decision promptly. Backbone makes the data communication more efficient. The various features of cluster-

based WSN are summarized as follows. 

 

3.1.1. Features of Cluster-Based WSN 

Data Fusion: During data fusion, CHs gather data from different nodes and send them to the base station (BS). Data 

fusion also eliminates redundant data on CH level, which eliminates extra burden on sensor nodes during 

communication. Hence, data fusion enhances the overall network lifetime [30] and reserves the entire network energy 

[31]. 
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Data Load Management: Cluster provides efficient data load management and uniform network lifetime. CHs, closer 

to the BS, experience extra data loads in order to relay data from upper layers. To overcome this problem, CHs, which 

are closer to the BS, keep lesser member nodes to diminish load. Thus, the entire nodes have equal energy exhaustion, 

and network lifetime becomes uniform [32]. 

 

Efficient Energy Saving: In flat networks, data is transmitted through flooding, whereas in cluster-based network data 

is aggregated on CH level and sends it to the BS via multihop routing. Multihop routing in cluster-based network helps 

in decreasing the number of transmission paths, which saves energy exponentially [33]. 

 

Relay Node: Network is partitioned or disconnected when nodes fail to communicate. The relay node is used to re-

establish the path and join the partitions. Relay node can be static or mobile. However, initial task of a static node is to 

find out the disjoint portion and then to deploy relay node there. However, mobile relay node is a special type of node 

which places itself in disjoint portion [34]. 

 

Robustness: Once the cluster-based WSN is formed, the second important step is cluster maintenance. Cluster 

maintenance is useful to maintain the network integrity. It handles different scenarios, such as changing network size, 

movements in nodes, and unexpected operational flaw. Clustering algorithms merely require managing these variations 

within each cluster. Therefore, cluster maintenance makes the network highly robust and more convenient in 

topological manipulations. 

 

Collision Avoidance: In sensor network, when single channel is considered it is shared among sensor nodes. Thus, the 

performance of the network decreases when many nodes send data concurrently which causes collision. This can be 

efficiently solved in cluster-based WSN, where CH assigns unique time slot to every member node via scheduling [35]. 

 

Latency Reduction: Latency refers to the total time that a message requires to travel from source to destination node. 

Cluster-based WSN enhances the delivery performance of the packet by maintaining routing table at the CH level to 

make efficient routing decision. Moreover, cluster-based networks grounded on connected dominating set (CDS) form 

a predefined communication pathway called backbone tree, which enables quick and efficient multihop routing [32]. 

 

Secure Data Communication: As data aggregation is performed by CH, malicious nodes may attack to alter or hack 

data. In cluster-based WSN, strong authentication schemes are developed to avoid malicious nodes joining the network. 

These schemes improve data integrity and confidentiality [30]. 

 

Fault Tolerance: Sensor nodes may be affected by hardware failure, delay, interference, energy exhaustion, and so 

forth. Due to such constraints, where the nodes are not replaceable in harsh atmosphere, cluster-based protocols are 

suitable. Therefore, WSNs must have the ability to reconfigure themselves without human intervention, particularly in 

harsh environments and inaccessible locations. In order to secure aggregated data, fault tolerance technique needs to be 

considered during protocol design stage. Cluster maintenance and CH backup are more feasible techniques to secure 

the entire network reconstruction when CH is malfunctioning [36, 37]. 

 

Data Communication Assurance: CH sends the aggregated data to the base station through single-hop or multihop 

routing. In mobile network, the probability of data loss takes keen interest in recent researches because of its high 

chance of occurrence. To handle such problems in mobile node, the node sends a joint request to its CH before the 

actual data communication takes place. If the sender receives the acknowledgement message, then it initiates data 

transmission; otherwise the sender node considers that it is no more a part of the network and that it needs to rejoin the 

network. When the node is rejoined, the network then initiates data sending to parent node. Thus, connectivity 

assurance between member nodes and their CH is a crucial task for successful data delivery [38]. 
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Deadlock Prevention: In multihop communication, data is transmitted to the base station using intermediate nodes. In 

this criterion, different nodes relay the data to the base station. Thus, the node closer to the sink node is overburdened 

with more information as compared to far nodes. Therefore, nodes, closer to the BS, deplete energy quicker, and 

deadlock occurs near the BS. This may cause the partition of the entire network into groups. Consequently, the far 

nodes may not be able to approach BS because of the limited range. Meanwhile, other nodes still have energy. To 

handle such problems, load balanced clusters were investigated, where a cluster, nearer to base station, retains smaller 

number of MNs than a cluster far from the base station. Therefore, nearer CH maintains enough energy for inter cluster 

communication. Consequently, deadlock prevention can be efficiently handled by using unequal size cluster [39, 40]. 

 

Network Lifetime: Increasing of network lifetime is an important consideration as nodes retain limited power, 

bandwidth, and processing capabilities. Typically, it is a highly crucial task to optimize a few problems in WSNs, such 

as intra cluster communication cost, redundant data gathering, and uniform cluster loads. Such factors are taken into 

consideration during CH election, which extends the lifetime of the network. Moreover, higher energy route is 

prioritized for data transmission, where such criterion adopts uniformed energy depletion in the network and enhances 

network lifetime [41, 42]. 

 

Efficient Quality of Services: The functionalities and network applications of WSN prompt the prerequisite of quality 

of service (QoS). Typically, effective QoS parameters are end-to-end delay, reliability, throughput, jitter, and 

bandwidth. It is difficult to satisfy all the necessities of QoS parameters in cluster-based protocols. Trade-off is required 

to consider one or more QoS parameters based on application requirements. The state-of-the-art cluster-based protocols 

emphasize the energy efficiency, rather than QoS. QoS issues are considered for real time application domain, such as 

healthcare application, battlefield applications, and event observing [43, 44]. 

 

IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS OF CLUSTER-BASED WSN 

In this section, a set of performance metrics are enumerated which can be used to categorize and differentiate cluster 

based WSN algorithms. One of the benefits of clustering is to make network scalable in situation when sensor nodes' 

number is huge. Nevertheless, there are downsides of using a cluster-based network, such as higher cost overhead 

during network construction as compared to flat sensor network. Cost of clustering is an important parameter to 

authenticate the effectiveness of the scheme. Moreover, it also refers to the improvement of network structure in terms 

of network scalability. Based on these parameters, the cost of clustering is evaluated more efficiently.  

 

Cluster Formation: Cluster formation is the setup phase of building cluster-based architecture from flat sensor 

network. Cluster formation is divided into two categories, namely, network model and cluster-head election. 

(i) Network Model. Network model represents the characteristics of a network. Two basic components of network 

model are described below. 

(a) Node Type. A node can be of two types, either mobile node or stationary node. In the former way, CHs, MNs, 

or GWs or all three can be mobile. Therefore, mobile node (CH or MN) changes its position dynamically in 

terms of other nodes. A challenging problem in such scenario is to retain cluster for long time and to 

overcome problems associated with packet loss. On the other hand, in stationary nodes, CHs, MNs, and GWs 

are the static nodes that do not change their positions in terms of other nodes [22]. 

(b) Network Type. In WSN, cluster formation is either distributed or centralized. In centralized technique, a base 

station or CH needs universal information about the sensor network. In the distributed technique, a node 

becomes either CH or member node without the entire network information. 

 

(ii) Cluster-Head Election. CH election can be of different types: ID-based heuristic [45], degree-based heuristic [46], 

coverage based heuristic [47], and greater weight based heuristic. In ID-based heuristic, node ID is taken into 

consideration for CH election, like a smallest ID node becomes CH. In degree-based heuristic, quantity of neighbors is 

considered for CH election, while collaborative cover based heuristic considers average hop distance between two 

communicating nodes. It is indicated in [48] that the degree based heuristic is better than ID-based heuristic in 
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recognizing smaller size CDSs. However, collaborative cover heuristic [47] is better than degree-based heuristic in 

recognizing smaller size CDSs. Moreover, in weight based clustering, various parameters are considered to elect CH, 

such as remaining energy, communication cost, and distance. In weight based criterion, a node is elected as a CH based 

on energy cost. 

 

Cluster Complexity: Cluster complexity defines the transmission complexity of the network. There are two types of 

cluster complexity, namely, computational complexity and communication complexity. 

(i) Computational Round/Time Complexity. Computational round specifies the total number of rounds in which 

cluster formation is accomplished. Computational round is a significant metric in cluster formation for static 

and mobile sensor network. It indicates an unbound time complexity in mobile sensor nodes. Hence, the more 

round results more data communication which decreases the efficiency of clustering algorithms [49]. 

(ii) Communication Complexity/ Message Complexity. Message complexity is categorized into three types that 

are data aggregation, broadcasting, and multicasting. Converge-casting is an example of data aggregation that is 

performed at CH level and initiated from bottom to top manner towards the base station (BS). In broadcasting, 

messages are disseminated from top (base station) and go down in the entire network [50], while in multicasting, 

messages are disseminated from one node to set of nodes. Moreover, communication complexity is also 

dependent on the number of edges. 

(iii) Control Message. During network formation and maintenance, nodes exchange control information, which is 

unlike data message. Control message is directly proportional to energy depletion of a node. Moreover, the 

control information results in more energy depletion and vice versa. All the studied algorithms in this paper are 

evaluated via three scales: low, medium, and high [51, 52]. 

 

Cluster Communication: Cluster communication is a data sending mechanism from MNs to CH and from CH to base 

station. There are two types of data communication mechanism and those are intra-cluster and inter-cluster. 

(i) Intra-cluster Communication. In cluster-based WSN, intra-cluster communication is diversified into two 

approaches, such as single-hop intra-cluster communication manner and multiple-hop intra-cluster 

communication manner. In the case of single-hop intra-cluster, all MNs in the cluster send data to the 

corresponding CH straightly, while in multihop intra-cluster data moves through intermediate MNs in order to 

convey the message to the corresponding CH. Single-hop intra-cluster performs efficiently comparatively 

multihop intra-cluster communication in terms of energy conservation [53, 54]. 

(ii) Inter-cluster Communication. In cluster-based WSN, inter-cluster communication is also diversified into two 

classes which are single-hop inter-cluster communication manner and multiple-hop inter-cluster communication 

manner. In the case of inter-cluster singlehop, all CHs communicate with the BS directly. In contrast, data is 

relayed through intermediate nodes towards base station in inter-cluster multiple-hop. To increase scalability of 

sensor network, multihop inter-cluster communication performs efficiently as compared to single-hop inter-

cluster routing. 

 

Cluster Management: Cluster management deals with the topological manipulation in the cluster-based WSN. It is 

categorized into two types: cluster maintenance and domino effects. 

(i) Cluster Maintenance. Cluster-based network formation deals with the clusters formation, where cluster 

maintenance handles the topological changes when clusters are formed. Cluster topology manipulates new 

neighboring node discovery or the existing node leaving the cluster-based network. Thus, cluster maintenance 

deals with updating the cluster structure according to the change network topology. If clustering scheme is not 

scalable enough to facilitate cluster maintenance, then it results in domino effects. Thus, the whole network 

needs to be rebuilt from scratch. 

(ii) Domino Effects. There are some situations where cluster-based network is rebuilt from scratch due to damage or 

movement of sensor node. Such situation occurs when cluster has no maintenance mechanism. In other words, 

domino effect results in reclustering the entire network when the existing nodes want to leave or new nodes want 

to join the network while maintenance mechanism is absent in the network. 
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